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blowout 
Wofford on the 
road 
Behind 28 points from Danna 
Simpson, the Eagles 
thrashed the Terriers 97-57, 
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and turtles 
and snakes, oh my! 
Never been to the Raptor 
Center? Want to know 
more about the wildlife 
inside? 
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Citing a violation of team ruies, GSU baseball releases four 
By John Bryson 
News Editor 
Four GSU baseball players have 
been removed from the team and 
nobody' s saying why other than they 
violated team rules again. In addi- 
tion, 12 other players were suspended 
for four games to be served during 
the course of the season and an- 
nounced on a per-series basis. 
Senior second baseman Jody Pol- 
lock, senior third baseman Ryan 
Petersen, junior outfielder Scott 
Burks and sophomore pitcher Rhett 
Roberts have all been notified of 
theirdismissal effective immediately. 
GSU Athletic Director Sam Baker 
and GSU athletic media relations di- 
rector Tom McClellan would not 
confirm or deny that hazing played a 
prominent role in the decision to re- 
lease the players. Baker reiterated 
the release was for a violation of 
team rules while McClellan said T m 
not in a position to confirm or deny 
[possible hazing]." 
"We regret situations like this re- 
quire extreme action," first-year base- 
ball coach Rodney Hennon said. 
"However, for the benefit and future 
goals of the team and program, this 
was a very serious issue which needed 
to be promptly addressed." 
The four students will remain in 
school under scholarship and will 
not be subject to disciplinary action 
by Judicial Affairs according to 
Baker. "This is being handled as an 
internal team issue," Baker said. 
Jody Pollock, considered by many 
to be the team's best position player, 
hit .387 last season with 11 homers 
and 80 RBI. Ryan Petersen hit .284 
with 1 homer and 29 RBI. Scott 
Burks had only four plate appear- 
ances last year, none resulting in a 
hit. Rhett Roberts pitched 3.2 in- 
nings last season, posting a 12.24 
ERA by giving up 5 runs on 6 hits. 
None of the players could be con- 
tacted as of press time. 
United we stand 
Luke Renfroe 
DIVIDED WE FALL: The Black Student Alliance proclaimed Feb. 1 Unity Day on 
campus. Students (above) marched from the Union to the business building yesterday 
to promote unity among races. 
Appeals court rules LSU 
violated female athletes' rights 
I 
TMS Campus 
NEW ORLEANS— A federal 
court of appeals said Louisiana State 
University intentionally discrimi- 
nated against female athletes by hav- 
ing "archaic attitudes" against 
women. 
The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Fifth Circuit issued a biting 
opinion last Thursday that faulted 
the university and its athletics 
director, R. Joe Dean Sr., for cre- 
ating a "grossly discriminatory 
athletics system." Judges faulted 
the university for moving pain- 
fully slowly to add women's soc- 
cer and softball teams and even 
singled out Dean for making 
crude comments about women. 
Dean, judges noted, said women' s 
soccer deserved consideration as 
a varsity sport because the play- 
ers "would    look cute running 
around in their soccer shorts." 
The ruling is the latest twist in a 
case brought against LSU by two 
groups of athletes who alleged the 
university violated Title DC of the 
Education Amendments of 1972 be- 
cause it failed to offer women's soft- 
ball and soccer teams. The federal 
law prohibits discrimination on the 
basis of gender at institutions receiv- 
ing federal funds. 
The university claimed it intended 
to form the teams when the suit was 
filed and that it also had evidence 
that relatively few women were in- 
terested in playing the sports. 
In 1996, a federal district court 
judge, Rebecca Doherty, ruled that 
LSU had refused to adequately con- 
sider the abilities of women on cam- 
pus and that its failure to establish the 
women's teams indeed violated Title 
IX. However, she said the university 
had not intentionally discriminated 
against the women. In her ruling, 
Doherty said LSU's actions were the 
result of "arrogant ignorance, the 
adherence to outdated attitudes and 
assumptions and the confusion sur- 
rounding Title IX and it true intent." 
As a result, Doherty dismissed 
the athletes' claims for monetary 
damages and the plaintiffs' request 
to certify the lawsuit as a class action 
for all female athletes at LSU.The 
appeals court ruled that the 
university's "ignorant arrogance" 
was no excuse for discrimination. 
Judges there decided to send the 
case back to Doherty, who will de- 
cide again whether the case should 
be a class action. 
If it receives that status, all cur- 
rent and former LSU athletes since 
1993 could be eligible for monetary 
damages. 
VPSA candidate stresses 
importance of student recruiting 
By John Bryson 
News Editor 
Institutions must recruit 
qualified and motivated stu- 
dents, Dr. Lee E. Bird, the 
third of four finalists for 
the position of vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, said 
on Monday. 
"Each institution must 
define what makes it spe- 
cial and what they have to 
offer that another school 
does not," Bird, current vice 
president for student life 
and development at St. 
Cloud State University, 
said. She went on to say 
that a school must "tell its 
story" to prospective stu- 
dents in order to convince 
them to attend. 
Secondly, Bird said she 
feels GSU must be able to 
retain the students it re- 
cruits. 
"We need to be able to provide 
our students with a sense that they 
belong," Bird said. "Students need 
to be involved in as many facets of 
campus life as is possible." 
Bird also stated her desire to break 
down artificial barriers between stu- 
dent affairs and academic affairs and 
focus on the "whole" student with 
multiple dimensions and needs. 
"Job one is creating an environ- 
ment that produces employable 
graduates," Bird said. "Not only 
should they be employable, but they 
should be good human beings as 
well." 
Bird gave an example of how 
academic affairs and student affairs 
LaVene Bell 
Dr. Lee E. Bird 
can work together. She advocated 
employing a plan that is used at her 
current institution, St. Cloud State, 
where some classes would be taught 
in the residence halls and professors 
would go there to teach. 
Bird did also took her lecture 
one step further by discussing the 
effects of the alcohol culture on 
college campuses. "If someone 
knows that you have a degree from 
a 'party school,' that is going to 
color their perception of your de- 
gree," Bird said. "It [alcohol] is 
related to sexual violence, relation- 
ship violence, vandalism and stu- 
dent motivation." 
Bird, while citing the extreme 
importance of Greek organizations 
on campus, also pointed out that 
Greeks must lead by example. 
"If Greek life would realize their 
values and their potential, it would 
be a great thing," Bird said. "Aca- 
demic excellence, brotherhood or 
sisterhood and leadership are all keys 
to their system. Yet, nationally there 
are the issues of drinking, violence 
and hazing." 
Bird is the third of four candidates 
who have been visiting GSU over the 
past two weeks. The final candidate, 
Dr. Douglas K. Lange of the South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technol- 
ogy will visit today at 1:30 p.m. in 
Russell Union room 2084. 
Fire safety stressed after slew of 
residence hall fires across country 
By Zane Thomas 
Staff Writer 
In the past two weeks, there have been several fires 
in residence halls on college campuses all over the 
country. On January 19 at 4:30 a.m. a fire started on the 
third floor of Boland Hall, a residence hall at Seyton 
Hall University in New Jersey.' Three residents were 
killed in the fire and around 60 were injured. 
Later that day here at GSU, fire started in Watson 
Hall on the third floor of the commons building. The fire 
was reportedly caused by a toaster. Fortunately, it was 
contained within the kitchen area and no one was in- 
jured. 
Fire hazards can be found .on any college campus, 
and students should be aware of these hazards in order 
to prevent potentially deadly situations. 
Kitchen fires are rather normal oc- 
currence at GSU. Vicki Hawkins, 
director of GSU's department 
of housing, said that people 
will often cook pizzas in 
ovens  without pans, 
which is potentially dan- 
gerous. Carelessness is 
another cause of kitchen 
fires. 
Early Tuesday 
morning a plastic cover 
from a snack pack was 
left on a lit kitchen oven 
burner in Hendricks Hall. 
It was quickly extin- 
guished, but the smell and 
some smoke lingered in the hall.   This is just one 
example of how easily these fires can get started. 
In the past few years, the Pines Apartments and Oxford 
Hall were both closed due to fire hazards. Many of the 
local offices around Sweetheart Circle, such as Deal Hall 
and Anderson Hall, which once housed students, had to be 
closed down too because of these hazards. 
The housing department has taken many precautions 
to secure fire safety in residence halls. At one time, all 
residence halls were smoking halls, but now Cone and 
Stratford Hall are the only halls where residents are 
Items Restricted 
From GSU 
Residence Halls 
®Open coil burners 
• Extension cords 
• Halogen lamps 
• Black lights 
• Insence 
• Candies 
allowed to smoke in their rooms. 
Fire extinguishers are equally dispersed throughout 
every residence hall on campus. Even though housing 
staff members are trained how to use them, Hawkins 
said that everyone should know how to use them. 
Smoke detectors are located in all rooms on campus, 
and the department of housing has also restricted certain 
materials from being in the residence halls. Candles, 
incense, halogen lamps, black lights, extension cords 
and open coil burners are just some of the items not 
allowed because of their hazards. If a resident is found 
with one of these items, it will be taken and the resident 
will be sent to a disciplinary hearing. 
Many students are used to fire alarms being 
false alarms or drills, and some tend to not want to 
leave their building.   That was the case in the 
Seyton Hall tragedy.   Many of 
the residents thought it was a 
false alarm and didn't leave 
their rooms. Here at GSU, fail- 
ure to evacuate a building dur- 
ing a fire alarm is a major vio- 
lation of the Georgia Criminal 
Code. Students who are caught 
in violation will receive disci- 
plinary action and can be sus- 
pended from school for one se- 
mester. 
"We treat fire safety very, 
very seriously," Hawkins said. 
However, she said that the 
major concern is not punishing 
the students, but trying help them. 
Residential Advisors inform their residents about fire 
alarms and what to do the the event of an emergency. 
The contraband on illegal materials in rooms is one 
major way to help students. 
"It's not to punish, it's there to protect," Hawkins 
said. 
When asked about the recent incidents that have 
happened, Hawkins said that they were calling attention 
to the need for fire safety on campus. 
"It's a wake-up call," she said. "Something can 
occur." 
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They decide 
what you 
You decide 
^ 
what you pay. 
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What's on the syllabus is what you're going to be reading. What you're going to pay, however, can be up to you. That is, 
if you shop at VarsityBooks.com. At VarsityBooks.com you can save up to 40% on your textbooks, get them in one to three 
business days, and all of this from a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. So there you have it, you decide. 
« 
. 
J 
Savings off distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details. 
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS 
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Things To Do at GSU Ongoing 
•BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 
401 Chandler Rd. across from Johnson Hal. 
BSU also has lunch every Wednesday from 
12 to 1 p.m. 
•GSU's Eagle Entertainment Council 
is in the process of accepting applications 
for Team Leadership positions. The 
students selected for these positions wil 
have the opportunity to plan and execute 
programs for campus. The deadline for 
applications is Friday, February 4. 
Applications are available in the Russel 
Union Room 2022. Cal 486-7270 for more 
information. 
February 3 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Fight Club" 
at 8 p.m. in the Russel Union Theater. 
February 4 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Fight Club" 
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Russel Union 
Theater. 
February 5 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Fight Club" 
at 7 p.m. in the Russel Union Theater. 
February 10 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Random 
Hearts" at 8 p.m. in the Russel Union 
Theater. 
February 11 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Random 
Hearts" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Russel 
Union Theater. 
February 12 
•Eagle Cinema presents "Random 
Hearts" at 7 p.m. in the Russel Union 
Theater. 
February 26 
•The National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society - Georgia Chapter is ofering a 
financial planning workshop for people with 
MS. NMSS wil present "Money Talk" at 
10 a.m. at Shepherd Center 2020 Peachtree 
Rd NW, in Buckhead. There is no charge 
for the program. Cal 1-800-822-3379 for 
more information. 
•The Center For The Study Of 
International Schooling And Center For 
Africana Studies invite you to a coloquium 
caled "Education In Africa: Chalenges 
And Opportunities". Panel members wil 
include Dr. S. Jalow (Gambia), Dr. S. 
Kalevela (Tanzania), Dr. M.O. Olumolade 
(Nigeria), and Ms. K. Sathege (South 
Africa). This coloquium wil begin on 
Thursday, February 10, 2000 from 3-4pm 
in the Carol Building, Room 228. For 
more information, contact Dr. Gregory 
Dmitriyev at 681-5545. 
Wiliams Center room 2023 
P.O. Box 8001 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
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It is a desire of The George- 
Anne to print the news of Geor- 
gia Southern University as ac- 
curately as possible. If you be- 
lieve that something covered is 
in error, contact the editor at 
681-5246 as soon as possible. 
Liked By Many, 
Cussed By Some.. 
Read By Them Al. 
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 BRIEF 
Navy opponents vow to 
continue civil disobedience 
The Associated Press 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — 
Many Puerto Ricans reacted with 
shock Monday at news that their gov- 
ernor had agreed to alow the U.S. 
Navy to resume limited military train- 
ing on Vieques island. 
But Gov. Pedro Rosselo caled 
the deal a "just and reasonable solu- 
tion of this complex and long-stand- 
ing problem" and insisted that he had 
achieved what most Puerto Ricans 
have longed for: alowing Vieques 
residents to decide whether, after 
more than 50 years, the Navy should 
leave the eastern island. 
"The people of Vieques wil de- 
cide on their own future, as it should 
be," Rosselo said in his annual state 
of Puerto Rico address at the Capitol 
building. In protest, two pro-inde- 
pendence legislators walked out dur- 
ing Rosselo's speech. 
Protesters have occupied the 
Vieques range since a civilian secu- 
rity guard was kiled in an accidental 
bombing on the base in April. 
Monday's agreement cals for a 
referendum giving Vieques residents 
two choices: let the Navy resume use 
of the range on its own terms _ in- 
cluding the use of live bombs _ or 
require the Navy to cease al training 
by May 1, 2003. 
Meanwhile, however, the Navy can 
resume exercises using inert bombs, 
something Rosselo and other island 
leaders had vowed would never occur. 
The Puerto Rican Independence 
Party, which has been at the fore- 
front of the protests, vowed to op- 
pose any renewed military exercises. 
This Week's Weather 
Today 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
56 and a low 
of 29. 
Thursday 
Sunny with a 
"high of 64 
and a low of 
40. .«J.  Po 
Traditional Menswear  
5 S. Main Street, Statesboro • (912) 764-4306 Downtown 
•in n 1 ETafcBTmTTTl 
Ladies Clothing, Shoes, Acce: 
7 S. Main Street, Statesboro • (912) 764-9489 Downtown 
 ;"'•■■ ~   "■   ■»■■>--■;■■'-■ f   ^-y   « 
rlis Sale 
Polo 
Tommy Hilfiger 
Nautica 
Columbia 
Timberland 
Cole Haun 
Her Sale 
Michael Simon 
r<l -%r 
Bele Point 
Telurioc 
Rafaela 
Shu Shu 
2 Great Stores Downtown 
40% - 75% SALE in progress 
5 and 7 South Main St. 
Friendly smiles and fast 
service is our prescription 
for good business 
Friendly smiles and fast service is our prescription for good business at 
Georgia Southern s Colege Pharmacy. It doesn't mater if your 
prescription is from your hometown doctor or one of the doctors here in 
Statesboro, you wil always receive your student rate which is always 
BELOW marketplace pricing on al of your pharmaceuticals. 
XJUi 1 r [PHARMACY 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
681-0807 
POLICE BEAT 
Statesboro Police Department 
January 31 
•Teethina Alen, of Wilow Bend Apts., 
reported injured person. 
January 30 
•Daniel Turner, 20, of 1822 Chandler Rd. 
#90. was charged with DU1 and stop sign 
violation. 
•Earl Pitman, 26, of 601 Washington St., 
Vidalia, Ga., was charged with DU1 and adult 
seatbelt. 
•Kjmon Bailey, 21, of 220-2 E. Liberty 
St., Lyons, Ga., was charged with obstruction 
of an oficer, giving false information, and 
possession of marijuana. 
•Antrez Manuel, of Stadium Club Apts. 
reported lost or stolen property. 
January 29 
•Ashley Russel, 21, of 2255 Old Riggs 
Mil Rd., was charged with DUI, no proof of 
insurance, and failure to maintain lane. 
•Mikel Simmons, of Statesboro Place 
Apts., reported criminal trespass. 
•Jennifer Cunningham, of Campus 
Courtyard Apts., reported entered auto. 
•Preston Robinson, of Campus Courtyard 
Apts., reported entered auto. 
•Jennifer Beaver, of Olif Hal, reported 
entered auto. 
•Cleve Hodges, of Towne Club Apts., 
reported entered auto. 
•Ann Hester, of Park Place Apts., reported 
entered auto. 
•Mat Parker, of Campus Courtyard Apts., 
reported entered auto. 
•Nelson Simmon, of Towne Club Apts., 
reported entered auto. 
•Amanda Ingram, of Towne Club Apts., 
reported entered auto. 
•Kery Breedlove reported simple batery. 
•Ibrahim Demirsoy, of Georgia Ave., 
reported lost or stolen property. 
January 28 
•Justice Baxter, 22, of 5778 Litle Oak 
Trail, Stone Mountain, Ga., was charged with 
DUI and speeding. 
•Kathy Thomas, 29, of 731 Miler St. 
Ext., was charged with driving on a suspended 
license and child seatbelt. 
•Adam Ropes, of Cypress Vilas, reported 
entered auto. 
•Joseph Cole, of Ward Dr., reported 
criminal trespass. 
January 27 
•John Harel, 21, of 137 Archie Dr., 
Albany, Ga., was charged with obstruction of 
an oficer and obstruction of driver. 
•Tarik Wiliams, 23, of 105 Lockwood 
Dr., Warner Robins, Ga., was charged with no 
insurance. 
•A Stadium Club resident reported 
harassment. 
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in 
every issue of the George-Anne in an efort to 
inform the GSU community of the amount, 
nature and location of crime. Al reports are 
public information and can be obtained from 
the GSU Division of Public Safety or at the 
Statesboro Police Department. 
-Al Police Beat information is 
compiled by Shawntineal Hughes, 
assistant news editor. 
Need a job? Extra cash? 
The George-Anne has a job for YOU! Come by room 2023 of the Wiliams Center and fil out an application. 
agle § ntertainment 
"Your Student Entertainment Connection" 
I 
Eagle EntatatoMMlt 
Trawl k Toafl* K 
T«ntati"v« Scfoddlfi 
of 
Spring Trip§ 
February 
Fri. 0/1- tei 02/13 - sy Trip to Gatlftog, TN 
Sat. 0/26 - Volaitftef Service ft hg^ U 
JtacB 
Sat. 03/04 - Vokflteer Service ft Savai^aS, GA 
hi 05/12 - Sat.03/18 - Alternative Sprftg lm\ Trip 
(Miami) 
April 
fri.04/07 - hi 04/09 - Myrtle Bead Se 
Sat. 04/15 - Hilton Head, SC 
Fri. 04/28 - hi 04/30 -St. Adgdfte, FL 
Trayel & Tourism Metings field Every fc § 6:0 In Rnsel Union Rom # 
For Filter Wo. Please cal 486-320 
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Officials need to be honest about baseball violations 
GSU baseball is making headlines before the season 
even starts. Not only have four players been removed 
from the team, but twelve others face four-game 
suspensions during the course of the season. 
While "violating university and team rules" is 
not something to take lightly, people still must 
be wondering what rules were important enough that 
16 baseball players violated them and are being 
punished this severely. 
With rumors of hazing floating around, it would 
seem that university officials would want to clear up 
any misconceptions the campus may have. 
Four upperclassmen have been removed from the 
roster. This is not an every day occurrence. If there was 
ever a time to be up front with the public, this is it. 
According to earlier rosters, the Eagles only had 25 
players on the team. With 16 people involved in this 
situation, only nine players 
^^1 IF ^^ninif^n seem to have followed the 
What happened to Eagle 
baseball that 64 percent of the team is in trouble? 
Why aren't the powers-that-be telling us more than 
the usual party line? 
We guess it's up to the players themselves to tell 
the truth. 
—Numerous attempts were made to contact the 
players involved, but no one could be reached as of 
press time. 
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Ten basic steps to good car etiquette 
Well, we knew that sooner or later someone was 
going to write an article about driving here on campus. 
I'm going to try to not complain too much, but basically 
just point out some things that I'm sure that you are 
already well aware of, or maybe 
just give you a few pointers on 
some basic driving procedures. 
Rule 1: Even though it is a 
road, the person walking in the 
crosswalk does have the right of 
way. 
I am a commuter on this 
JUSTIN JOHNSON campus, and I tend to think 
that about 98 percent of us 
slow down for pedestrians. I also know that some of us do 
not. It turns out that I also have to cross a few crosswalks 
on my way to class and I have been a victim of the 2 
percent of people who do not slow down. Nothing is 
more terrifying than knowing you are in the right of way, 
yet you see the car in front of you accelerating towards 
you at speeds you know shouldn't exist in the designated 
25 mph speed zone. 
Rule la: Even though you see someone crossing the 
street and they are not on a crosswalk, you, the driver, do 
not have the right away. 
This is kind of like that "the customer is always right" 
sign in a store. Sometimes the employee recognizes it, 
and sometimes it seems to disappear off the wall. I am not 
"Saying that I'm going to run you over, but just keep in 
^nind that 2 percent of the student population we have 
already deemed untrustworthy. You might want to look 
for those crosswalks. 
Rule 2: Although you were in the one mile radius of 
sum 
that empty parking space on the front row, the person 
already there with their blinker on gets the space. 
Sorry y'all. I know this is a tough one. However, put 
yourself in the same situation. You'll tend to sympathize. 
Rule 3: Convenient as it may be, pulling to the side of 
the road and parking outside the post office, even if 
you're only going to be in there a minute and you did, 
after all, put on your caution light, is just not cooL 
I am looking out for you on this one. It really isn't fair 
to other drivers who have to play dodge-the-car to get 
around you. The Parking and Transportation Department 
is issuing tickets for such an offense. Hey, I'm trying to 
save you $25, or even your door being ripped off by a car 
trying to get around you. 
Rule 4: Stalking someone walking to their car so that 
you can get their parking place is dirty, yet effective. 
I am split on this one. I feel rather uneasy when I am 
walking to my car and I sense a presence behind me. As 
I turn around, there they are, the parking place stalker. 
They are always there, going 5 mph behind you praying 
that you get into a nearby car so they can score a great 
place to park. You stop and turn around, and they stop 
and pretend to play with the radio. You know what I'm 
talking about. The reason I'm split is because I am guilty 
of this one. I sometimes have to stalk to get the good 
parking place. 
Rule 5: If you drive a Honda Accord or Chevy Z71, 
under no circumstances is it appropriate to take up three 
parking places. 
No matter how many parking places GSU says it has, 
you will always feel like there is only one place for every 
four cars. If you commit this offense, not only will you 
make people mad, you might even get nasty notes tucked 
under your windshield wiper, especially if that person 
had to walk a few extra miles due to your inability to park. 
Rule 6: There is a car fastly approaching your inter- 
section only 10 yards away. You do not have time to pull 
out, don't even try it. 
This is my biggest pet peeve. Statesboro, in my 
opinion ranks number two, falling closely behind Atlanta 
in the number of times an individual is cut off in a day. 
Sometimes I'm really thankful that I learned how to 
effectively use the break pad in driver's ed. 
Rule 7: Even though there appears to be three lanes, 
the middle one is for turning ONLY, not driving. 
Now, sure this lane appears empty. It is not a lane 
meant to be driven in, or for the sole purpose of bike 
usage. It's only for turning, trust me. 
Rule 8: Red means stop. Green means go. 
Simply put, you're approaching a light and it's red, so 
stop. When it turns green, you can go. Also, if you are a 
mile in front of the stop light when it turns 
yellow, it also means stop. It really 
doesn't mean accelerate so that you 
can pretend you couldn't stop in time. 
You could get hurt. 
Rule 9: Bike lanes are for bikes. 
Don't drive or park in bike lanes. 
We complain enough about bikers, 
let's let them have their one little 
lane. They were designed for bikes, 
what a concept. 
Rule 10: Putting on your blinker 
when turning only as you begin to 
turn, or not putting on your blinker is 
infuriating. 
I know that you may have forgotten to turn it on, but 
as my body flies into the dashboard trying to prevent 
myself from hitting you, I tend to forget about giving you 
the benefit of the doubt. Simply put, use your blinker. 
Perhaps you've forgotten all about these rules, maybe 
you purposely break them, or maybe you don't know 
what a rule is to begin with, but maybe you should 
remember what they are. 
Drive like you want others to drive. Speed limits are 
there for a reason, I promise. Be courteous, and never 
hurt, maim, or repeatedly stalk pedestrians with your 
vehicle. If you think it's wrong, or you could get in 
trouble for it, trust me. Don't do it! 
-Justin Johnson is the features editor at the George- 
Anne. He is a sophomore majoring in business and 
journalism. He can be reached at 
jdsmvn^gqfyon 
Learning out of the classroom 
There comes a time in every 
student's academic career when 
one is forced to oneself:' 'What 
exactly am I suppose to be 
learning here? Am I here 
only to hit the books and 
graduate, or is there more to 
learning than simply what 
were read in books?" 
The reason for bringing this 
up is easily explained. I am a 
nontraditional student at 
GSU, meaning I have already 
been in the corporate envi- 
ronment and traveled to four differ- 
ent continents. And you know what I 
have found? John Rocker is not the 
only one who feels the way he does 
about so-called "foreigners". 
When I see the international stu- 
dents congregating together, I wonder, 
sometimes aloud, why on earth they 
alwaysappeartobecongregating alone. 
There are usually several nations rep- 
resented in their group, but usually few 
if any of us "locals". Why? 
After discussing my dilemma with 
Dr. Harry Wright, College of Busi- 
RANDY 
DOBSON 
Presidents just need a brand name 
Regardless of who wins in our 
upcoming Presidential race, I think 
we are all wise enough to know 
that it will have absolutely 
nothing to do with his ability 
to run the country. In fact, of 
the myriad of advisors (on ev- 
erything from fashion to fis- 
cal budgeting), the winning 
candidate's "right-hand" man 
will be his top marketer (a.k.a. 
press agent). 
■ And that is the face of 
American politics: market- 
ing. Everything is a marketing tool. 
Newspapers, magazines, television, 
athletics and, of course the giant of 
them all - the Internet - are all ve- 
hicles for selling "stuff." 
Actually, even your textbook is a 
marketing tool. Of course some aren't 
as obvious as the PriceWaterhouse 
Cooper Technology Forecast, but. 
look at what your textbooks high- 
JllSTIN 
MILLER 
light and promote. For some it might 
actually be a product (why do you 
think your Business Calculus book 
has "how to" sections for Casio 
calculators, and your Quant 
Methods book uses T.I. calcu- 
lators?). But oftentimes it's an 
idea—can we say "relativism 
versus revisionism?" 
Does it work? You bet 
your catalogs it does. I got 
two words for you: tuxedo 
pants. Sure you liked them. 
It had nothing to do with 
J.Crew's "my boxers double as wrap- 
ping paper" commercials that made 
you fall in love with their brand. But 
therein lies the genius of marketing, 
"branding." 
And that is exactly what every 
politician is trying to do: turn him- 
self into the brand you can't resist. 
This is also why campaign fi- 
nance reform is such a big issue in 
this election. Deep pockets translate 
into more promotional opportunities. 
Every candidate besides Bush is go- 
ing to be broke after the primaries. If 
he gets the Republican nod, the race 
is over, and all the other candidates 
know it. 
Personally, my brand is McCain. 
He is the presidential equivalent of 
roll-your-own cigarettes and straight 
whiskey. The guy had his legs bro- 
ken while his testicles were being 
crushed. Inhale? This guy drank the 
bong water. 
Meanwhile, Bush's great "made- 
me-the-man-I-am" moment was no 
different than any other Ivy Leagu- 
ers nightmare: loose cocaine in the 
shag carpet. 
On the democratic side of the ball 
is, well, an ex-baller in Bill Bradley, 
and everybody's favorite cadaver, 
Al Gore. Neither have had much to 
say about the issues except what they 
don't like about the other candidate's 
take on the issues. Not that the issues 
are important, but Bradley won't win 
the primaries, and Gore's fate was 
sealed before the stains dried on 
Monica Lewinsky's dress. 
The bottom line is that Bush is the 
brand you know—only now it's new 
and improved. Besides, "compas- 
sionate conservatism" is a millennial 
catch phrase with "marketing legs." 
After all, the president is our spokes- 
man, not a statesman. 
Want to study our elections in 
political science class? Try Market- 
ing 101. Meanwhile, as you save the 
environment and boycott South 
Carolina's outlet malls, the wheel 
will keep on turning. 
Not that the 15 percent of us who 
vote care. I'm sure five years from 
now the only thing we'll say about 
outgoing President Bush's term will 
be, "Hablamos Espanol!" 
ness Administration, he suggested I 
attend one of the International 
Coffees in the Russell Union 
Building. I did just that. 
Guess what happened? 
Nothing. I stayed there for 
approximately 45 minutes 
and not one single interna- 
tional student spoke to me. I 
was disappointed ... until it 
hit me: THIS is exactly 
what happens to them! 
I searched my memory 
for times when I was in 
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Jordan and Ethio- 
pia as a child. I remembered the 
people of those nations being ex- 
tremely courteous, open, and AC- 
CEPTING of us "outsiders". 
Ask anyone who has done some 
serious traveling. I am almost one 
hundred percent positive they will 
tell you the same stories of warm 
hospitality and a willingness to learn 
about the United States. They were 
actually sincere when learning about 
the rest of the world. 
I have a good friend, Steve 
Witherspoon, who earned his M.B. A. 
here last August. He is now with the 
Peace Corps teaching economics at 
the Urals State University of Rail- 
way Transportation in Ekaterinburg, 
Russia. He has written me several e- 
mails telling me the most wonderful 
stories about the people over there 
and how they accepted him and his 
fellow Peace Corps volunteers al- 
most immediately. And though he is 
the teacher, he also states how much 
he is learning from them as well. 
How many of you knew that Gifts are 
exchanged in Russia on New year's 
and not Christmas. 
Listen, folks, a vast majority of 
the people I choose to be around here 
at GSU are international students. 
Why? Because they are real. That is 
not to say that I do not hang around 
"Americans" (people from Central 
and South American countries also 
consider themselves Americans), 
only that there is so much to learn 
from everyone here on campus, not 
just our "American" friends 
We, as United States citizens, are 
suppose to be their hosts, instead of 
being so ethnocentric. Two of my 
best friends will be married this com- 
ing July... in Romania. I am told that 
on arrival in Romania I should ex- 
pect a warm and gracious welcome. 
I wonder, in reality, if I could tell her 
family that if they came to Statesboro. 
I would like to think so. Wouldn't 
you? 
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ONLY IN AMERICA... 
Massachusetts 
Four year-old 
mistakenly served 
whiskey 
The Associated Press 
M ARLB ORO—Four-year-old 
Amanda Gustafson knew immedi- 
ately there was something "yucky" 
about her apple juice. 
She was right: It wasn't juice. It 
was whiskey. 
A waitress at TGI Friday's 
served the girl the booze during a 
recent family dinner. Ron Gustafson 
claims his daughter began "acting 
silly" and later complained of a 
headache after sipping the drink. 
"This tastes yucky, daddy," the 
girl told him after taking a swig. 
Friday's spokeswoman Amy 
Freshwater said a waitress mistak- 
enly picked up a cup of what she 
thought was apple juice. The res- 
taurant chain now is reviewing its 
policies to ensure such a mistake 
never happens again. 
"It was a very unfortunate mis- 
take," Freshwater said. 
Gustafson, who reported the inci- 
dent to the state's Alcoholic Bever- 
ages Control Commission, said he 
was not satisfied with the store's 
apology. 
"They blamed it on the waitress," 
he said, "but what is whiskey doing 
in a plastic cup with a straw?" 
Ohio 
Professor throws 
erasers, yells at 
students 
The Associated Press 
KENT—When his students 
couldn' t grasp a math concept, a Kent 
State University instructor lost his 
temper and started throwing erasers 
around the classroom, school offi- 
cials said. 
Ludvik Janos, 77, has been re- 
moved from his basic probability and 
statistics class and Kent State spokes- 
woman Margaret Garmon said 
Wednesday it hasn't been decided 
when he will be allowed to return. 
The course is the only one Janos 
is teaching at Kent State this se- 
mester. 
Janos has no home phone listing 
and could not be reached for com- 
ment. 
"I apologize," Janos told The 
(Cleveland) Plain Dealer for a story 
published Tuesday. "I apologize for 
what I told them." 
He said he was put on edge before 
the class met Monday night when it 
appeared a consumer credit problem 
that he thought had been cleared up 
might have been revived. 
Starting in 1991, he said, some- 
one began piling up debts in the 
United States on his VISA card. Janos 
said he thought he got the matter 
straightened out, until a mailing this 
week indicated it may not be over. 
"Just when I needed to concen- 
trate on mathematics, the address of 
the criminal reappeared on my 
record," Janos said. "When the stu- 
dents were repeating several times 
not very intelligent questions, I lost 
my temper and started to scream at 
them." 
^9  New Mexico 
Gas tank so full of 
marijuana woman 
ran out of gas 
The Associated Press 
CARLSBAD— The officer who 
stopped to help two Texas women 
who'd run out of gas smelled some- 
thing fishy. 
It turns out their gas tank was 
packed so full of marijuana there was 
little room for gasoline. 
"This is the first one like this 
we've had in a while, but it happens," 
said William Robert Sullivan, drug 
task force supervisor. "It's just poor 
planning." 
Eddy County sheriff's deputy 
Richard Sillas was patroling last Fri- 
day when he saw two women stand- 
ing beside their car on U.S. 62-180 
south of Carlsbad. 
He stopped, and the women told 
him they'd run out of gas. He offered 
to help with some fuel. 
But something smelled fishy, so 
' Sillas asked for and received permis- 
sion to search the car. He called for 
backup, and members of the drug 
task force who took apart the car's 
gas tank found about 80 pounds of 
marijuana in packages. 
%3 Michigan 
Man slices stomach 
The Associated Press 
PONTIAC— A man desperate not 
to go to jail, broke his handcuffs and 
used them as a knife to cut a hole in his 
stomach. Then, he sprayed his own 
blood and tried to throw his internal 
organs at police and rescue workers. 
"I have been doing this for 26 years, 
but I have never seen anything like 
this," Sgt. Matt Norman of the Oakland 
County Sheriffs Department told The 
OakkmdPress last Wednesday. "Ihave 
seen people take their own lives in 
unique ways. Butwhat that guy did was 
bizarre. Reaching in and then tugging 
on stuff, and I mean tugging." 
Police said they were called Dee.* 
30 to an Oakland Township apart- 
ment, about 35 miles north of Detroit, 
on a loud-stereo complaint. The man 
was questioned and then was taken 
into custody when he said he was 
wanted on a warrant for drunken 
driving in center line. 
\ 
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Sexual harassment policy enforcer 
fired for sexual harassment 
The Associated Press 
FALMOUTH, Mass.— A man hired to enforce the 
town's sexual harassment policy was fired for sexually 
harassing a town employee. 
Jayme Dias was fired following a female employee's 
complaint that she endured six years of his unwanted sexual 
advances. The woman's name was not made public. 
Dias was hired by the town in November 1990 as an 
affirmative action officer, with duties including promoting 
and enforcing fairness in hiring and employment practices. 
Theophilus Nix, the woman's attorney, said, "This is 
an important validation of all the charges she made 
against Dias, and also important to the many, many 
women who suffer in silence from this kind of abuse." 
Dias' attorney, Edward F. O'Brien, said his client is 
"obviously very disappointed by the decision." 
He said Dias hasn't had a chance to review his 
options at this time, and doesn't know if he will take 
further action to retain his job. 
The woman, who is married, said the harassment 
began when Dias, who is also married, asked her for 
dates shortly after she was hired in 1994. He then 
allegedly called her at home, and allegedly once fol- 
lowed her outside to a parking lot and began fondling 
and kissing her. 
The employee filed a sexual harassment complaint in 
July. Falmouth's personnel director, Christine Callahan 
issued a letter of caution to Dias in November. The 
woman next filed an appeal heard in a closed hearing 
Jan. 13. 
"From the evidence presented at the hearing, I have 
concluded that Mr. Dias has engaged in conduct in 
conflict with his responsibilities as an officer respon- 
sible for the implementation and enforcement of the 
town's policy against sexual harassment," Town Ad- 
ministrator Peter Boyer said in a statement this week. 
A second woman who was allegedly harassed by 
Dias corroborated the woman's testimony through a 
statement that was read at the hearing, Nix told the Cape 
Cod Times of Hyannis. 
The second woman, also not named, had not filed a 
complaint, but told town officials she stopped working 
for the town several years ago because Dias had been 
sexually harassing her. 
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Family under psychiatric watch after talking about leaving Earth 
The Associated Press 
CORONA, Calif.— A family 
of six was under psychiatric ob- 
servation after telling neighbors 
they planned to leave Earth, and 
then piling trash and their be- 
longings in the center of their 
living room, authorities said. 
Police were called to the apart- 
ment Friday about 5:50 p.m. after 
a passerby saw the family mem- 
bers and worried about their 
safety, police Sgt. John Rasso 
said. 
"One of the neighbors was 
concerned," he said. "She saw 
them all sitting in the living room 
floor. ... There was a big pile of 
trash and personal belongings in 
the center of the room." 
The neighbor told police the 
family had made doomsday pre- 
dictions, believing the end of the 
world was coming, Rasso said. 
"They said they would leave 
this Earth at midnight and as soon 
as God took them, their goods 
that were piled up would catch on 
fire," Rasso said. 
After police arrived, the fa- 
ther, 38-year-old Charles Brown, 
awoke from a trance-like state, 
Rasso said. 
Brown and his wife, Manya, 
38, and their four children, an 18- 
year-old woman, an 11-year-old 
girl and two 14-year-old 
boys,were taken to the Riverside 
Emergency Treatment Services 
facility Friday for a 72-hour psy- 
chiatric observation and evalua- 
tion. 
The case also was referred to 
Child Protective Services. 
Police said neighbors and a 
relative indicated the family be- 
longed to a cult, but it was not 
clear what group they claimed to 
be affiliated with. 
Corona is about 55 miles south- 
east of downtown Los Angeles. 
Vaden Volkswagen 
Special College Graduate Lease Program! 
No Down Payment! 
• 1 st Months Payment Paid By VOLKSWAGEN 
• Great Deals On New Volkswagens 
and Certified Pre-Owned Models. 
To Qualify! Driver*****.*^ 
Must be within 4 months of graduation or have graduated no more than twenty-four 
months prior to the date of your credit application from one of the following: 
1. An accredited two or four year college 
2. An accredited Masters or Doctorate program 
3. An accredited Registered Nursing or Licensed Practical Nursing School. 
Call Everett Jones (912) 920-5455 or (800) 232-7808 
Email us at vaden.vw.sales@worldnet.att.net or stop 
by at 8300 Abercorn St. Savannah, GA 31406 for full details and qualifications. 
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GSU off to best start since      Bearcats keep 
'93-'94, squeaks by VMI 69-67 paws on top spot 
G-A News Services 
Kashien Latham blocked Vir- 
ginia Military Institute's game- 
tying attempt with one second 
remaining to seal a 69-67 South- 
ern Conference win Monday night 
at Hanner Fieldhouse. 
The win was GSU's fourth 
straight as it improves to 12-8 
overall and 6-3 in the SoCon. 
The 12 wins this season are the 
most for the Eagles since the 1993- 
"WE KNEW 
THEY WERE 
GOING TO PLAY 
HARD BECAUSE 
THEY DIDN'T 
HAVE ANYTHING 
TO  LOSE." 
-JULIUS JENKINS 
'94 season. 
VMI falls to 5-16 overall and 
0-9 in league play. 
"We didn't overlook VMI to- 
night," said freshman guard Julius 
Jenkins. "We knew they were 
going to play hard because they 
didn't have anything to lose." 
VMI had three chances to tie 
the game but fell short each time. 
With :31 remaining and the score 
at 69-66, Richard Bruce was 
awarded three foul shqts after 
being hacked on a three-point at- 
tempt. He hit the first but mis- 
fired on the second and third; 
however, Nick Richardson 
grabbed the rebound and put up 
the game-tying attempt from five 
feet out but missed. 
GSU's Hamp Jones had an op- 
portunity to put the game out of 
reach with :28 remaining but 
couldn't convert the front end of 
a one-and-one, giving the Keydets 
one last chance when Richardson 
pulled down the missed shot. 
Still down by two, the Keydets 
settled for the final shot of the 
game, but Richardson's jumper 
was blocked by Latham, sealing 
the game for the Eagles. 
Three players scored in double 
figures for GSU led by Jenkins' 
16 points. Hamp Jones recorded 
his third double-double in a row, 
and fourth in the last five games, 
by scoring 15 points and grab- 
bing 11 rebounds. 
Latham added 10 points and 
six boards for the winners. 
Richardson poured in a game- 
high 19 points to lead the Keydets, 
while Aaron Demory added 13 
points. 
In the first half, the Eagles 
held the advantage through the 
first nine minutes before 
Richardson connected on a 
three-pointer that put VMI up 
16-14. 
Nearly four minutes later, an 
Adam Trombley layup at the 7:24 
mark would give the Keydets their 
biggest lead of the game- a 30-22 
advantage. 
-Associated Press 
The top 25 teams in The Associated Press' men's college 
basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records 
through Jan. 30, total points based on 25 points for a first-place 
vote through one point for a 25th-place vote and previous ranking: 
Hans Knoepfel 
ON A HOT STREAK: The Eagles are on fire. GSU has a four 
game, winning streak, and is looking to make it five this 
weekend against ETSU. GSU currently has the best record in 
Georgia. 
The Eagles clawed back and 
retook the lead with 1:56 remain- 
ing in the half on two Jones free 
throws, making the score 36-35. 
The Eagles would eventually 
take a 42-39 lead into the locker 
room at halftime. 
GSU forced 23 turnovers, the 
most in a Southern Conference 
game this season, while commit- 
ting 17 of its own. 
For the second game in a row, 
the Eagles lost the battle on the 
boards as they were out rebounded 
41-35. 
GSU will travel to East Ten- 
nessee State on Saturday for a 
7:30 tipoff. 
"If we didn't 
Hamp, we'd 
1. Cincinnati (65) 
2. Stanford (3) 
3. Duke 
4. Syracuse (2) 
5. Ohio St. 
6. Tennessee 
7. Connecticut 
8. Michigan St. 
9. Arizona 
10. Auburn 
11. Indiana 
1 2. Florida 
13. Oklahoma St. 
14. Kentucky 
1 5. Kansas 
16. Texas 
1 7. Tulsa 
18. Oklahoma 
1 9. Utah 
20. Iowa St. 
21. Temple 
22. LSU 
23. Oregon 
24. Vanderbilt 
25. Maryland 
Record 
20-1 
17-1 
16-2 
17-0 
14-3 
18-2 
15-4 
15-5 
17-4 
17-3 
15-3 
15-4 
16-2 
15-5 
16-4 
14-5 
20-2 
16-3 
16-3 
18-3 
14-4 
16-3 
15-3 
13-4 
Pts 
1,743 
1,663 
1,589 
1,582 
1,392 
1,277 
1,271 
1,243 
1,190 
1,171 
1,038 
938 
881 
812 
732 
723 
687 
555 
529 
341 
316 
258 
221 
170 
Pvs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
8 
11 
6 
9 
5 
7 
14 
10 
15 
16 
12 
17 
13 
18 
19 
24 
20 
14-6   119  22 
have a guy playing like 
really be struggling." 
• Coach Jeff Price 
looking for four-year 
starter to lead GSU in 
season's final month. 
By Doug Kidd 
Co-Sports Editor 
When Jeff Price arrived to GSU 
last spring as the new head basketball 
coach, he knew he had to immedi- 
ately find players from the previous 
squad whom he could rely on for 
leadership during the upcoming sea- 
son. 
Luckily for Price and GSU bas- 
ketball, Hamp Jones was around to 
help pull together a team basically 
starting from scratch. 
"It was real important to have 
Hamp already on the team," said Price 
after GSU's last-second victory Mon- 
day over VMI. 
"There's no question he's key. 
He's a four-year guy, a senior, started 
every game. It was a great plus to 
have someone like him already en- 
trenched in the program that the other 
guys knew and respected." 
"Yeah," echoed freshman phenom 
Julius Jenkins. "Hamp leads on of- 
fense, defense, he plays in front of the 
press...He hustles and does all the 
little things, and that makes us play 
hard." 
Jones, a6'7" forward fromMillen, 
Ga., has been one of the most consis- 
tent performers for GSU this season, 
MODEL OF CON- 
SISTENCY: 
Senior forward 
Hamp Jones is 
looked towards for 
leadership as well as 
production from both 
his teammates as 
well as the GSU 
coaching staff. 
averaging nearly 13 points, seven 
rebounds, and two steals per outing. 
Against Western Carolina last 
Saturday, Jones made his 100th ca- 
reer game a memorable one as he 
logged his eighth career double- 
double with a season high 22 points 
and 12 rebounds. 
Versus the Keydets Monday, 
Jones again shined, recording an- 
other double-double while scoring 
15 and grabbing 11 boards. 
But the statistics aspect of the 
game isn't what concerns Jones. 
Being a leader and getting his team- 
mates into the game is what the se- 
nior forward expects to do during 
each contest. "A little bit of spirit 
will pick up the whole team," Jones 
stated. "That's my job-to step up as 
a leader and lead this team. I just 
come out and play hard and try to be 
a leader for this team and help us to 
some wins." 
Jones has been doing his part 
throughout his career in other areas 
as well. Currently third all-time in 
GSU history for career blocks and 
field goal percentage, at 55 and 55.5 
percent respectively, Jones also 
holds fifth and eleventh place in the 
GSU record books for career steals 
and rebounds. 
His productivity on the court can 
be traced to his consistency in get- 
ting there: the former walk-on has 
missed only three games in his four 
year career. 
Starting 76 straight games dating 
back to the beginning of the '97-'98 
season, Jones has started a total of 87 
times in his career, including 11 dur- 
ing a freshman campaign that saw 
Jones earn Southern Conference all- 
freshman team honors. 
So with the GSU men's basket- 
ball team enjoying one of its finest 
seasons in years, how does Jones feel 
about the future of the team? 
"I see that our team chemistry is 
starting come together, as you can 
see with our four game winning 
streak. At first we started off well 
but went down a little bit, but now the 
team's starting to play well, the chem- 
istry is beginning to get there, we're 
learning the entire system... It' s start- 
ing to come together. But we have to 
play each game one-by-one like 
Coach says." 
As Coach Price and the GSU bas- 
ketball squad prepares for the regu- 
lar season's final month and the 
Southern conference tournament, 
Hamp Jones will be looked at for 
guidance for a relatively inexperi- 
enced team. 
"Hamp shows out with his senior 
leadership and his intensity, and when 
he plays hard, the other guys feed off 
that. I think right no w, at this stage of 
the season, he's the guy that has got 
to carry this team." 
QUOTABLE: 
Cory Brooks 
I FEEL THAT WE RE PLAYING REAL WELL NOW.    WE'RE 
STARTING TO EXECUTE ON OFFENSE AND DEFENSE. I FEEL 
THAT WE'RE GOING TO WIN THE CONFERENCE TITLE COME 
MARCH." -JULIUS JENKINS 
"COACH PRICE HAS TOLD ME TO BE A LEADER. 
SOMETIMES I HAVE TO PUT THE GUYS ON MY BACK AND 
HELPOUT AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE."   -HAMPJONES 
Ravens' linebacker Ray Lewis arraigned on two counts of felony murder 
The Sports Network 
ATLANTA - Baltimore Ravens linebacker Ray Lewis 
was arraigned on Tuesday morning on two counts of felony 
murder in Atlanta Municipal Court. 
Lewis was charged with murder on Monday in the 
stabbing deaths of two people outside an Atlanta-area 
nightclub hours after Super Bowl XXXIV concluded. 
Two men were stabbed during a fight that broke out 
just as a party was ending at the Cobalt Lounge in the 
Buckhead section of Atlanta at about 4 a.m. 
One man died at the scene and the other died at Grady 
Memorial Hospital. 
The 24-year-old Lewis, who was scheduled to head to 
the Pro Bowl in Hawaii on Monday, instead became the 
second NFL player charged with murder recently. 
Carolina Panthers wide receiver Rae Carruth was 
charged on January 4 with first-degree murder in the 
shooting death of Cherica Adams, who was pregnant 
with their son. Carruth was released by the Panthers after 
being charged. 
^HHBB^^^Hl^^^HHi 
- 
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In Other 
Sports... 
Tennis 
Due to an unexpected short- 
age of players, the Georgia 
Southern women's tennis team 
has immediate openings for any 
female student interested in 
playing intercollegiate tennis 
this spring. If interested, con- 
tact head coach Cathy Beene at 
871-1158 for more information. 
G-A News Service 
Tallahassee, FL.- The Geor- 
gia Southern women's tennis 
team lost in its first dual meet 
of the season Saturday, falling 
to 19th ranked Florida State 8- 
1. 
The young Eagle squad, un- 
able to post a win during 
singles play, finally broke 
through at number one doubles 
when junior Isabella Kling and 
sophomore Martha Barrett 
claimed an 8-4 decision over 
Ali Weber and Jessica Balbuena 
of FSU for GSU's only victory. 
Kling was the closest to vic- 
tory in singles play for the 
Eagles when she dropped a 6-2, 
6-4 match to Alida Gallovits, 
the nations 32nd ranked player. 
GSU was also scheduled to 
play Georgia State on Saturday 
but because of the wintry 
weather in Atlanta, the Lady 
Panthers were unable to make 
the trip. A makeup date be- 
tween the two schools has yet 
to be determined. The lady 
Eagles will be back in action on 
'February 16 when they travel to 
Macon to play Mercer. 
Track and Field 
By  Nicole Smith 
Johnson City, TN- The 
GSU Track and Field team lit 
up Johnson City, Tennessee this 
past weekend, bringing home 
five new school records in only 
the squad's second meet ever 
against a field of 25 teams. 
Freshman Jacqueline Allan 
,set a record in the 60 meter 
dash (7.76) and the 200 meter 
dash (25.59). Also setting 
records for the team was fresh- 
,man Dominique LeBeaud in the 
60 meter hurdles (9.94). 
Whitney Nelson, a sophomore 
.transfer from Samford University, 
.also posted a record in the 800 
meter, finishing 20th in 2:20. 
Four freshman-Pearl Griggs, 
Nuwana Waters, Ebonie Ogletree, 
. and Shawnee Allen-combined in 
the 4x400 meter relay to set an- 
other record in a finishing time of 
4:08, placing them 15th. 
.    Other outstanding perfor- 
mances were done by Kelia Tho- 
mas in the 60 meter hurdles with 
a time of 10.01 Freshman Javone 
Blackley competed in the 200 
,(26.05) and the 400 meter (58.93) 
. Blackley was followed by 
^Griggs (1:02.14), Allan (1:04.32), 
md Waters (1:04.41) in the 400 
iineter dash. 
Although this is the inaugural 
season for the GSU track and 
field team, Nelson holds high 
hopes for the Lady Eagles. "Be- 
ing such a young team, I felt re- 
ally competitive with the other 
teams. I was impressed with 
some of the performances." The 
GSU Lady Eagles will have an- 
other chance to show off their 
young talent this weekend in 
Winston Salem, NC in the 
Clemmons Invitational. 
Lady Eagles 
dominate, 97-57 
Women I'S So-Con SI tand ings 
Confer ence Ove rail 
W L W L 
UT Chattanooga 11 0 18 2 
Furman 8 3 12 8 
UNC Greensboro 6 4 11 7 
E. Tennessee St. 6 4 8 9 
Appalachian State 6 5 10 10 
Georgia Southern 6 5 7 13 
Western Carolina 3 7 8 11 
Davidson 3 7 4 13 
Wofford 3 9 7 12 
College of Charleston 1 9 4 14 
BLOW OUT: The Lady Eagles, seen here at the Corv Brooks 
last home game, had their biggest win since 1996. 
G-A News Services 
Spartanburg, S.C. -GSU's 
women's basketball team played one 
of its best games of the year as it 
downed Wofford 97-57 in a game 
played at Johnson Arena. 
Five Lady Eagles scored in double 
figures led by sophomore guard 
Danna Simpson with a career high 
28 points, with 20 coming on 6-6 
Shooting in the first half of action. 
Sarah McCary and Amy Krach added 
11 points each while Mimi Lindsey 
and Sarah Davis added 10 apiece. 
Lindsey's 10 points matched a ca- 
reer high. McCary led the team in 
rebounding with a game high eight. 
GSU (7-13, 6-5) never trailed in 
the game as it connected on 13 of its 
first 18 shots, including five of six 
three-pointers in route to a 36-14 
lead ten minutes into the game. The 
Lady Eagles were so dominant that 
they didn't score in the final three 
and a half minutes of the first half 
and still held a 53-27 lead heading 
into the intermission. Georgia South- 
ern connected on 59.4 percent of its 
shots during the period for its best 
shooting half of the season. 
The second half featured more of 
the same for Wofford (7-12, 3-9) as 
the Lady Eagles remained hot from 
the floor. McCary, who did not score 
in the first half, stepped into 
Simpson's shoes as the go to person 
as she connected on all four shots 
she took during the second half. As 
a team, the Lady Eagles connected 
on 53.6% of its shots during the half 
and saw its lead grow to 41 points. 
Georgia Southern going to its bench 
didn't even help the Lady Terriers 
on this night as the Lady Eagles 
benched Simpson, Krach, senior 
Tondra Warren, and senior Nikita 
Whatley with 6:41 remaining. 
Georgia Southern out-rebounded 
the Lady Terriers 36-28 in the game 
while forcing Wofford into 29 turn- 
overs. Meanwhile, the Lady Eagles 
had an impressive 25 assists on 34 
made shots on the evening. 
The Lady Eagles return home to 
host conference foe Chattanooga, 
who is undefeated in Southern 
Conferece action with a record of 
11-0, on Sunday, February 6. That 
game is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. 
HPT OFF THE ESS! 
DON'T FORGET TO 
PICKUP FRIDAY'S 
EDITION OF THE 
GEORGE-ANNE 
Thanks A Heap For Reading 
The George-Anne 
Monday, we're doing it 
three times a week. 
Today's Quote 
"Every day is Saturday 
to a dog." 
~ Roger Miller Classifieds, etc. i 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Small sofa 
7 Slant 
11 "Maude "star 
Arthur 
14 More than one 
15 Shapely fruit 
16 Trains on trestles 
17 Deviation 
19_Cruces,NM 
20 Craving 
21 Journalist Hentoff 
22 Spouse 
23 Into a state of 
ruin 
28 Goddess of 
wisdom 
31 Turning parts 
32 Eventually 
36 PartofHRH 
37 Pursue with 
passion 
38 been had! 
41 Financial backer 
48 Multi-speaker 
system 
50 than life 
51 Dawdled 
55 Small vipers 
56 Scottish river 
57 Big barrels 
61 Half a fly? 
62 One of Twelve 
Apostles 
66 End of cash? 
67 Successful 
strikes 
68 Tropical fruit 
69 Jeff. Davis" nation 
70 What _ can I 
say? 
71 Gems 
DOWN 
1 Oxen pair 
2 River of Hamburg 
3 Air 
4 Pressed 
underfoot 
5 Hearing organ 
6 Shade tree 
7 Wet impact 
8 Artist Haring 
9 End hunger 
10 Ironic 
11 Harping on 
12 Click beetle 
' ■< 3 ■\ 5 s ' H V 10 11 12 13 
\4 15 |Q 
17 118 •'.• 
20 H ' ^H ■ .■ 
^■23 24 25     j 126 27 
28 29 30 ^■'' 
32 133 34 3b 
.ii> ■■ ■    ' .v< 40 
^■41 42 43 44     T 45 46 47 
i* ts ^B 
i>' Ib2 53 54    1 
53 mm - ^■57 58 55) 80 
61 G2 S3 164 65 
BS S/ ea 
.-,.. 7" 71 
rjKKi 
All 
0 t rB 
yhts 
Lerte 
rcSCi /eci 
Sen CCS. 1 - 1/1 5/00 
13 Set taxes on 
18 Jillian or Landers 
22 Silent 
24 Washington bill 
25 Armed conflict 
26 Victorian or 
Edwardian, e.g. 
27 Small child 
28 Spent wood 
29 Little piggy 
30 Grade-B Western 
33 Acknowledge 
34 Decompose 
35 Hang loosely 
39 Churchillian 
gesture 
40 Miscue 
42 Peeves 
43 Zodiac sign 
44 Galactic time 
period 
45 _ Baba 
46 Ewe's mate 
47 Senior goiter 
from El Paso 
48 Random radio 
noise 
Solutions 
S 3 N 0 1 S 3 sh 3 V 5 0 
V N V N V 0 S 1  1 11 u 3 1 
d 1 1 11 d   1 N 1   V s 3 5 i 
s 1 V A^H 3 3 ci^Hs .1 s V ■h M 1    1 S 3   N 0 X O 0 1 
u 3 9 Id V ■     ■O 3 H 3 1 s 
u 3 N I u V   d J M   3 1 1 sj| 
3 A 1 ■     ■ 0 MH  HI 3  H 
■ si 3 1 vh II OH 3 N O OS 
s H O 1 0 ■   ■ N 3 H i|v 
s 1 a n 1 3   H 1 N M O H 
1 L V ..^H 1 V N^HQ 3 3 N 
s V 1 A 1 1 1 v|m|u 0 N 8 V 
s 1 3 U 
M 
V 3 ■ 11V Id n 1 d 
V 3 a 3 ■* s|i] 1 J. 1 3 s 
49 Throws 
52 Film cuts 
53 Intuit 
54 Hanoi holiday 
58 Sillitoe or Bates 
59 Pitchfork point 
60 Hot tubs 
62 Personal 
pronoun 
63 Feel ill 
64 Network of 
"Frontline" 
65 Occupation 
indicator? 
10 G-A Action Ads 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The 
George-Anne is the official student news- 
paper of Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU students and 
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The 
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in 
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The 
ideas expressed herein are those of the edi- 
tor or the individual authors and do not nec- 
essarily represent the views of the Student 
Media Committee, the administration, the 
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern Uni- 
versity, or the University System of Geor- 
gia. The George-Anne is published three 
times weekly during the academic year and 
five times during summers. Any questions 
regarding content should be directed to the 
editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax 
at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send 
electronic messages to the newspaper staff 
by visiting our web site at http:// 
www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, 
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, 
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern Univers- 
ity, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 
..^2/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
■The George-Anne reserves the right to re- 
fuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
preserving space and submitting advertising 
'"copy is Noon, one week prior to the intend- 
ed publication date. 
,JFqf fl)ore information, rate cards, sample 
, -publications, contact: Jonathan Brooks, Ad- 
vertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or 
'Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, 
"(912)681-0069. 
•jpROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The 
^newspaper makes every reasonable effort 
i'to present correct and complete information 
|jjn advertisements. However, the advertiser 
j?ts responsible for proofing the ad upon pub- 
lication and should notify the newspaper im- 
$iriediately in the event of an error. The news- 
paper is not responsible for any errors in 
v'.advertisements and its liability for adjust- 
ifoients is limited to the amount of space the 
terror occupied in the ad. Further, the news- 
Jiaper is not responsible for any damages 
:aused due to an ad's omission from a par- 
ticular edition and its responsibility solely is 
po reschedule the ad in the next regular edi- 
tion at the regular advertising rates. 
^LASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from 
■^students, faculty and staff must be non-com- 
^nercial in nature and submitted in writing, 
€jvith the name of the sender, local address, 
'Jand phone number. No free ads taken via 
-telephone - at this price we don't take 
^dictation. One free ad per person per week. 
•^Commercial classified are 20 cents per word 
^with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets 
,^%re $2 extra per insertion. 
^CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscrip- 
tion rates for home delivery of The George- 
jiAnne are $30 per semester, or $52 per year, 
fSelivered by third class mail. Please address 
■fall inquiries to Zeina Rahme, Business Man- 
ager. The George-Anne is distributed free 
£t>f charge on the Georgia Southern Univers- 
."itjeampus through delivery sites located in 
-'"carhpus buildings, at off-campus sites, and 
'jn residence halls. 
■JrtJTICE: Readers may pick up one free 
#egpy, and a second for a roommate or ac- 
quaintance, at distribution sites. Additional 
■*cepies are 35 cents each and are available 
'^rjhe Williams Center. However, unauthor- 
ized removal of additional copies from a dis- 
tribution site constitutes theft under Geor- 
gia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable 
'^by^a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek 
**d*have any person(s) who removes more 
.ffon the authorized number of copies from 
*c!isftribution sites prosecuted to the full ext- 
' ent of the law. 
,NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft 
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed 
;T>y Some, Read by them AH" - from Ro- 
'*J>e|t Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call 
' jJSOb and he can tell you who he stole it from 
(Originally. 
;FfJEEBIE INFO ALL FREE 
'<stj/dent and faculty ads to be run in the 
^George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O. 
-J£dX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be 
'yfejtlcted if they do not have this 
[^jBrmation. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
>r^STTUL>ENTS BEWARE 
•'Jil3"ENTION - The George-Anne screens 
"*all.advertisements prior to publication. The 
. newspaper strives to accept ads for legiti- 
• iVieffe products and services only. Students 
are urged to exercise caution when reply- 
\jrf§ -to ads — particularly those which re- 
,tquj^e a credit card number, other personal 
. Information, ormoney in advance of the de- 
livery of a product or service. Students are 
'.''*"'' '■    ■'' ■ '-'   ' 
also urged to report to the newspaper any 
suspicious offers which they might see in 
an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
20 Announcements 
CHRYSLER CIRRUS '98 v6,8500 Warran- 
ty miles left. Leather interior. Platinum col- 
or. 681-8454 
MAP SPONSORS wanted for 2000-2001 
academic year! Please call 681-5409 for 
more informatio! You may also pick up an 
application from Rosenwald room 2034! 
MAP WANTS YOU!! 
40 Autos for Sale 
1992 CHEVROLET Silverado P/U, new 
stereo, car phone, one owner, good condi- 
tion, $6,500 912-842-5235 
GREAT BUY 1995 hunter green Hyundai 
Elantra. 85K miles for $3,800. Call Debrick 
912-236-7395 after 6pm or 681 -7015. 
RED GEO Storrn '92 5 speed, cd player, 
pioneer speakers, tinted windows, good 
condition $2249. Call a71-4519 
50 Auto Parts, Repair 
BBS WHEELS for sale RZII 5 lug platinum 
finish with polished lip no curb damage per- 
fect condition $650 with used tires call Hank 
681-1480 
18" WHELLS and tires, TR motorsports ty- 
phoon rims with Pirelli 215/40/18 tires. 
$1,200 obo. Will fit 5 lug cars. Call Kevin at 
681-7562. 
52 Bicycles 
GREAT PANES WINDOW CLEANING is 
looking for Window Cleaners. Reliable ve- 
hicle Required. 842-5681 between 8 and 
5pm. 
SCREENPRINTERS NEEDED, some ex- 
perience necessary. Pay will vary on amount 
of experience. Call 912-681-8337 for details. 
Ask for Jeremy or Dale. 
NEED FEMALE Education major to pick up 
8 year old from school and watch. 3 to 5 
days a week. Needed summer too. Call 871 - 
1702 or 871-3757. 
SUMMER SALES Internships Earn $3000 
- $7000 + Gain valuable business experi- 
ence selling yellow page advertising in your 
official university telephone directory. Excel- 
lent advertising / sales / public relations chal- 
lenge. Great resume booster! Nationally 
recognized training program. Call Paul at 
College Directory Publishing 800-466-2221 
x288 
LIFEGUARDS and beach vendors needed 
in North Myrtle Beach for the summer sea- 
son. Will train, no expereience necessary! 
Fill out application at www.nsbslife- 
guards.com EMAIL-dudes@nsbslife- 
guards.com or call 843-272-3259 
The George-Anne, Georgia Southern Uni- 
versity's official school paper since 1927, is 
accepting applications from those students 
interested in photography in a multimedia 
environment. Some experience and equip- 
ment helpful, however a desire to cover 
campus like a swarm of gnats is necessary. 
Come by room 2320 on the second floor of 
the Williams Center to pick up an applica- 
tion. 
150 Lost & Found 
REWARD LOST tennis braclet. If found 
please return! Very special given to me by 
my boyfriend and daughter. Call 489-4667 
leave messg if no answer. 
FOR SALE - Men's 21 inch T rek mountain 
bike with spare tire bike rack. Excelllent 
shape, stored indoors always. $200. Call 
681-8734 
60 Business 
Opportunities 
FREE CASH for surfing the net! http:// 
www2.gasou.edu/student/gsi07689 
80 Computers & 
Software 
FOR SALE: Fujitsu Lifebook 420D laptop. 
Pentium 120 16mb ram 1 gig HD 10X cd- 
rom Floppy drive 28.8K modem 10 base T 
LAN card. $600 obo call 489-2324. 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb 
site for list of things to do that are educa- 
tional and fun. On-line at http:// 
www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/ 
120 Furniture & 
Appliances 
FOR SALE black bed and dresser $250. 
Interested! Call 681-8108. 
KENMOORE DRYER for sale. Off white and 
in good condition. New belt and clean in- 
side. Ready to sell! $65 obo 764-7985 leave 
messg. 
FOR SALE washer/dryer $150 call Josh at 
587-9288. 
FOR SALE: Fold out futon bed in good con- 
dition. $50 Obo call 489-2324. 
140 Help Wanted 
The George-Anne, Georgia Southern Uni- 
versity's official newspaper since 1927, is 
looking for 2 students interested in adver- 
tising and media. Both positions will work 
with our Classified Department to build a 
larger presence in the community as well 
as update our ads every issue. This is a 
great opportunity to build on technical skills 
in a variety of information systems as well 
as layout programs such as Pagemaker. 
Come by office 2021 on the second floor of 
the Williams Center to receive an applica- 
tion! 
SCREENPRINTERS NEEDED, some ex- 
perience necessary. Pay will vary on amount 
of experience. Call 912-681 -8337 for details. 
Ask for Jeremy or Dale. 
GS TOP Step Program needs volunteers 
to tutor 2nd-12th graders will work 1:1 w/ 
kids ©their school, after school. Great ex- 
perience! Must attend workshop first either 
Fri. Jan. 28th from 3:00-4:30pm or Friday, 
February 4th from 12 noon-1:30pm. Call the 
Office of Volunteer Service for more infor- 
mation. 871-1435. 
bedroom 3 bath duplex with 1 other female. 
Large bedroom, nice yard, quiet neighbor- 
hood. Low Rent!! Must see! 489-0975 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Stadium Walk 
Apart. $242.50 plus 1/2 utilities a month. 
Needed ASAP. February already paid. Call 
681-4596. Ask for Bryan or leave a mes- 
sage. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED (2) to sublease 
June -Aug. Seasons Apt. $265 plus utilities. 
Males or femals contact LaTanya at 681 - 
9636 
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share mobile 
home. Private bedroom and bath $200 
month plus 1/3 utl. Call 852-9825. 
NEED A roommate immediately. Male or fe- 
male Park Place Apartments. 2 bed and 2 
bath large living room. Must get own phone 
line. Contact Tanya Muckle at 681-9769 or 
Kellie Kenney at 688-3622. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED for mobile home. 
Please call Eric at 489-6836. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring! Looking 
for quiet, nonsmoking, female to share 3 
bed, 3 bath duplex in Countryside. For more 
information call 489-2371. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. No deposit 
W/D. Own room $225 month + 1/3 utl. 
. House on Herty Dr. 754-3515 or 681-2092 
leave message please. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED in Park Place. Must 
be clean and pay bills on time. 2 bed, 2 bath, 
must be willing to get own phone line. Tan- 
ya 681 -9769 or kellie 688-3622. 
240 Services 
EXPERIENCED MATH & COMPUTER 
SCIENCE tutor for Algebra up to Calculus. 
C++, Java, Web Page Design Projects. $10/ 
hr rate neg. Email Segio at 
needatutor@yahoo.com 
TUTORING AVAIL, wide variety of subjects 
$7/hr min. call Kathryn at 587-9518. 
TUTORING AVAIL in a wide variety of sub- 
jects $7/hr 1 hour min. Call Kathryn at 587- 
9518 
260 Stereo & Sounds 
JL AUDIO 10 inch W-O subwoofer with box 
$80 call 764-9190 
PIONEER GM102 Amplifier for mids and 
highs. High current and Bridgeable. Like 
new $70 call 764-9190. 
ROCKFORD PHOSGATE Amp for sale. 
Punch 160X4. Call Gina or Jerry 842-9548 
KENWOOD EQUALIZER for sale! Sub- 
woofer option. Five Bank setting only 20 dol- 
lars. Call anytime 871 -3971. 
UPGRADE YOUR car stereo! Pioneer 5 
bank equalizer for sale! Dual illusion and 
fine bass tuning! $35 obo call 871 -3971 an- 
ytime. 
280 Television & Radio 
Mother Goose & Grim 
32 INCH console TV. with remote RCA. 
Great condition $250 or 300 with VCR. Call 
764-9190. 
290 Travel 
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb 
site for list of places to visit and things to do 
that are both educational and fun. On-line 
at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/fun- 
stuff/ 
SPRING BREAK Panama Beach. Summit 
Luxuary Condos. Next to Spinnaker Club. 
Owner Discount Rate. 404-355-9637 
300 Vans & Trucks 
CHEVY K-Blazer 4X4 powerhouse w/1 new 
RAD +AC can be seen at Diary Queen 
$4,300 neg. call Ricky 865-2494. 
1969 4X4 Dodge W100 short box, tansfer 
case, 318, 4 speed, fiberglass topper, 
Reese hitch 110,000 miles $2,750 obo 912- 
877-2993 Hinesville. 
TOYOTA TACOMA '98 extended cab. 4 
wheel drive, SR5 CD+Tape player. Alumi- 
num Alloy Rims tinted windows $18,500 call 
Chad 865-2494 anytime. 
310 Wanted 
SWING DANCE Instructors for Hire; Private 
or group lessons call Michael-Paul or Ter- 
race at 764-6258. 
FROGGER ARCADE machine for sale. 
Asking $150 obo. Machine is in perfect 
working order. Call 489-8073 
MONITORS, Keyboards, TV., bicycle, 
TI81 Calculator, $10 each. 681-6513. Bean- 
bag $10, Fender Princeton Chorus Amp 
$200 
180 Musical 
1998 GIBSON SG Standard with hardshell 
case. $900. Crate 130 Watt Amp $300 Call 
871-3162. 
200 Pets & Supplies 
5 1/2 foot albino Burmese Python. Large 
Cage and 10 gaHon tank plus heat rock and 
light. Perfect Pet $200 obo. Call 764-9190. 
FREE PUPPY Black with white markings 
on chest and front paw. Very cute and needs 
good home. Call Eric at 764-9040 or leave 
a message. 
CKC REGISTERED Minature Schnauzer 
31/2 months old. Comes with leash, bowls, 
and treats. Had all shots. House broken. 
Please call 681-6458 or 681-0727. 
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
CAMPUS COURTYARD need someone to 
sublease for Spring semester. Please call 
ASAP for more details. Fully furnished and 
walk to campus. Call Nickie @ 681-7628 
FEMALE TO sublease from Jan to May 
2000. Pay only $237.50. Washer and dryer 
included. $200 deposit required. Serious in- 
quires only. 871-3741 
PERFECT ONE bedroom apartmednt w/ca- 
ble avail end of May. $300/month and $300 
deposit. Pets welcome! Call 489-1083. 
LOOKING FOR an XL bedrm apt w/ free 
cable and water spring and summer semes- 
ter for $300 a month plus deposit. 871 -6120. 
FREE RENT for Han and Feb at Statesboro 
Place. Seeking female to sublease ASAP. 
Private bedroom and bath call 489-5484 or 
beep me at 486-6136. 
SUBLEASE MASTER bedroom, full bath- 
room, walkin closet in Willowbend. Washer 
& dryer. Avail ASAP. New carpeting, very 
clean apart and nice furniture. Females pre- 
ferred to live with two females. Please con- 
tact Zoyaiqbal @ hotmail.com and you will re- 
cieve a fast response. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Large 
Master bedroom with provate bathroom. 
Quiet neighborhood Countryside Duplexes. 
Rent $235 neg. Call Kristi 489-0975 
2 BEDROOM apartment avail. May 15th. 2 
bath, washer/dryer, dishwasher, clean, 
close to campus, plus option to renew lease, 
$262.50 per month per person plus utilities 
call Jolene 871-4519. 
SUBLEASING TOWNHOUSE 1st month 
for free. No deposit. No retainer. Fully fur- 
nished. Subsequent months $230 neg. Wil- 
low Bend Apt. Contact info Mike at 516-563- 
2961. 
SUBLEASE THROUGH August in Stadium 
Walk. Spacious 2 bedroom 1 bath apart- 
ment with wash/dryer and nice kitchen. Un- 
furnished. Call Michelle at 681-9612. 
NEED SOMEONE to sublease Towne Club 
3 bedroom, bath, $275 monthly. Very nice< 
fully furnished except bedroom. Call 871 - 
4218 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!! Leaving for Dis- 
ney College Program. Take over my lease 
in Campus Courtyard. Please call Carolyn 
ASAP 770-451-0654 leave messg. 
FEMALE NEEDED to sublease master bed- 
room in Willow Bend. Avail May. Private full 
bath, washer/dryer, walking distance, 
220+1/4 utl. Call Tonya at 871-7076. 
SPACIOUS ONE bedroom apartment avail, 
now! Very quiet-very private-and close to 
university, mall and hospital. Call 681 -6378 
after 6pm. 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom 2 bath. Sublease 
avail. Jan through August. $550 month. Call 
Katy 489-7145 or 912-230-0673 for more 
details. 
230 Roommates 
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 3 bedroom 
2 bath mobile home. $200/month +1/2 utl. 
Please call 852-9875 leave messg. 
ROOMMATE WANTED spring semester. 
Bedroom avail, w/bath for female $250/ 
month. Eagle Creek townhouses across 
from stadium. 
MALE OR Female roommate needed to 
share 4 bedroom house. $170/month plus 
bills. Great neighborhood close to campus. 
Please call Stacey or Kelley @ 681-5246. 
ROOMMATE WANTED in 2 bed University 
Place. Split $400 rent and 1/2 utl. Call 681- 
6346. 
ROOM FOR rent $200 a month + 1/4 utili- 
ties. We have DSS and a large room in a 4 
bedroom house. 489-8073. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED for house close to 
campus must be responsible, mature, male. 
Call 489-2104. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 3 
Rip Us Off. 
That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a 
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat. 
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks 
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you 
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section 
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published 
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below, 
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, P0B 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in 
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box 
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and 
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please 
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation. 
Name 
■ YOU MUST COMPLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE ■ 
 P0B Phone # 
'  I 
Wednesday, February 2, 2000 
GSU students were asked: What can we do 
\to promote unity among races on campus? 
The George-Anne 
& Si 
'Have meetings and discuss      "You could have activities 
| how to break the racial barrier 
among colleagues." 
Mark Boles 
senior, business major 
to bring the races 
together." 
Amanda Masterson 
senior, business major 
"We could throw a huge 
multi-cultural party funded 
by the university. We could 
have a race tension forum 
held in the Union and 
mediated by sociologists." 
Greg Carthon 
senior, business major 
ooe czrams 
Do you know someone who would like to see his or her 
name in The George-Anne (other than in the Police 
Beat)? Well, here is your chance. For the Feb. 14 edition, 
The George-Anne will publish a Valentine's Day message 
from you to that special someone. 
Here are the rules: 
1) Fill out this form and drop it by The George-Anne 
office in room 2023 of the Williams Center by Thurs. 
Feb. 11 by 5 p.m. The submission should include your 
full name, phone number, and PO Box for verification 
purposes. 
2) Only two submissions of 25 words or less per 
student. 
3) do not include last names in the message. Please no 
foreign languages, and let's keep it clean. 
4) The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any 
submission. 
Love Gram From: 
i 
"Hold peace rallies. 
Educate people on black 
history in general. It's not 
Jjust for black people, it's for 
everybody." 
Charming Purdle 
junior, marketing major 
"We should emphasize 
multi-cultural activities, not 
just minority based." 
Chloe Rauch 
freshman, communication 
major 
"We could get a diverse 
group of bands together." 
Daryl Richards 
freshman, music 
composition major 
All photos by David Koepke 
Deliver to: 
The George-Anne 
PO Box 8001 GSU 
Williams Center Room 2023 
Name. 
POB<« 
fp     il tent ZUZ   i    p, .   ;    ^h     3^ 
**7Ix£- 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH! 
OPEN LATE! 
Statesboro 
(Across from Winn Dixie) 
764-6565 
Original • Sesame • Buttered • Rye • Poppy Seed • Garlic • Cajun • Buttered Cheese 
Pizza 
ORIGINAL ROUND PIZZA 
Small Medium Large 
Cheese 5.35 6.45 7.55 
lTopping 6.16 7.32 8.60 
2Topping 6.97 8.19 9.65 
3 Topping 7.78 9.06 10.70 
4 Topping 8.59 9.93 11.75 
(pizza of lesser or Equal Value) 
Add a Topping 81 .87 1.05 
X-Large 
8.60 
9.70 
10.80 
11.90 
13.00 
1.10 
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM 
Pepperoni * Mushrooms • Italian Sausage • Ham 
Green Peppers • Onion • Ground Beef • Jalapenos 
Black Olives • Pineapple • Anchovies • Mild Pepper 
THE WORKS 8.65/      10.85 13.05 15.25 
Pepperoni, Mushroom. Hani. Italian Sausage. Green 
Pepper & Onion. 
SPECIALTY PIZZAS 8.65        10.85 13.05 15.25 
Choose from Bacon Cheddar Cheeseburger, Vegetarian. 
Howie Maul. Philly Steak. Meat Eaters. 
STICKY FINGERS 9.75        11.95 14.15 16.09 
Cheese, Pepperoni. Mushroom, Ham, Italian Sausage. 
Green Pepper, Onion. Ground Beef & Black Olives. 
Subs & Stuff 
OVEN-BAKED CALZONE 
DELUXE ITALIAN 5.49 
Sliced Ham, Salami, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, & 
Jvlild Pepper. 
STEAK CHEESE & MUSHROOM 5.49 
Steak, Cheese, Mushroom, Lettuce, Tomato, 
Onion & Mild Pepper. 
HAM& CHEESE  .5.49 
Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 8c Mild Pepper. 
PIZZA SUB 5.49 
Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni & Cheese. 
PIZZA SUB SPECIAL 5.49 
Cheese, Pepperoni, Ham, Mushroom, Onion, Green 
Pepper 8c Pizza Sauce. 
VEGGIE SUB 5.49 
Cheese, Mushroom, Onion, Green Pepper & Black Olives. 
TURKEY SUB 5.49 
Sliced Turkey Breast, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato & Mild 
Pepper. 
TURKEY CLUB 5.49 
Sliced Turkey Breast, Ham, Bacon, Cheese, Lettuce, 
Tomato 8c Mild Pepper. 
HOWIE BREAD 
HOWIE BREAD W/ SAUCE 2.49 
3-CHEESER BREAD W/ SAUCE & CHEESE. .3.99 
EXTRA SAUCE 750 
Beverages 16 oz. 
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, and others... 
.890 • 32 oz. -S1.09 
2 Liter   1.99 
Wings & Salads 
HOWIE wwas 
Chicken Wings served with Celery, Blue Cheese & 
Spicy Howie Sticks 
lO WINGS 5.49 
20 WINGS 9.49 
30 WINGS 12.99 
SALADS 
Small Large 
ANTIPASTO SALAD 2.99 4.99 
Lettuce, Ham, Salami, Cheese, Pepper Rings, Onions, 
Tomatoes, Black Olives & House Dressing. 
CHEF SALAD 2.99 4.99 
Fresh Crisp Lettuce, Tomatoes <&. Onions topped with Diced 
Ham, Mozzarella Cheese & Black Olives. 
GREEK SALAD 2.99 4.99 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Feta Cheese, Sliced Beets, Finger 
Peppers & Black Olives. 
TOSSED SALAD 1.95 3.15 
Lettuce, Tomato & Onion with your choice of Dressing. 
EXTRA DRESSING .39 .39 
Greek Dressing. Italian, French, Blue Cheese, 
Ranch & Fat Free Ranch & lOOO Island 
Delivered or Pickup I Beamed or Pickup I Cany out Special Delivered or Pickup I Delivered or Pickup 
Your Best Pizza Deal 
1* Large 
2* Topping 
Pizza 
$099 1* Extra Large 1* Topping 
Pizza s 
Party Time 
Three Pizzas with 
One Topping 
3 Mediums 
«""     3 Larges 
S1C99 
3  
13 16! 
^ ^m^&s^Mtem 
1* Medium         " 
1« Topping Pizza  
Howie Combo 
$199 ii 4 1 • Large 
1* Topping Pizza 
1* Large Pizza 
1* Topping 
1 • Order Breadstfcks 
W/Sauce * 
Free 2 litter of Coke ' 
II 
aSf'i 
9 98 llll 
20N2 
Two Large Pizzas with      ■ 
2 Toppings 
2 Medium 
99 
$$fasd@fijfywsk 
II 
lli# 
I 
II ye 
15* 
2 Large 
11099! 
2 X-Larg    111 
) \3m%w]S&Mflftm. i 
Hjjjii^      Plus Tax ■ Limited lime • Limited Area ^Sfi-7      Plus Tax ■ Limited time ■ Limited Area K*J&/      Plus Tax • Limited time • Limited Area '"'3«'/P      PlusTax' Limited time- Limited Area | ^afi£       Plus Tax - Umited time ■ Umited Alan 
Delivered or Pickup t   lunch Special   t Carry out Special f Delivered or Pickup t Delivered or Pickup 
Any Two 
Oven-Baked Subs 
"Calazone Style" 
Italian, Ham, 
Pizza or Turkey 
$099 9 
liJCWA&lH2S& 
$499 3 Value Menu 11am-3pm 
1) Any Oven Baked Sub 
"Calazon Style" 
2) 10 Wings w/ Celery 
3) 1 Small • 1 topping Pizza 
4) 1 Jr. "Personal Pan" 
Wooks Pizza 
£ HOWIE 
) 
jne Me< 
f 
xpress 
O edium 
$JIJ AA One Large 99       SC99 
One X-Large        ■! 
$J99 
.-■':..', •■ 
P^sTaj^mitedtime^mitedArea ^^^^      PteTaj^mitedtoe^JmitedArea |    Vf3Sv/      Plus Tax ■ Limited time • Limited Area |      ••#{&■'      Plus Tax ■ Umiled time ■ Limited Area PjusT^^mjterftae^JnlitedArea 
Pizza and Wings 
1 • Medium Pizza 
1 • Topping 
10 • Chicken Wings 
Celery, Blue Cheese Dressing 
and Spicy Howie Sticks 
II 3IN 3      . Your 3 Favorite toppings on a 3 Cheeser Pizza 
11 Medium 1 Large 
~99 $0991 
..        $Q99 v* ■ 
■ 1  
II ' 
1 The George-Anne • Wednesday, February 2,2000 
or Shopping With Us 
Your Dollars Stay on Campus 
When you shop at 
The University Store 
your money is used to help... 
o  Pave parking lots and roads 
o Renovate and build residence halls & restaurants 
o And establish new and better services for you 
Just   a   Re minder. . . 
You can return your books 
for a full refund 
until February 3rd 
#^*J~—You can now purchase textbooks online 
www.gsustore.com 
j 
Come in andRegisterfor a ffffi££ 
Valentine 's (Day Qift (Basinet 
J & 
\) Si (Dozen %gses 
The University Store 
THE   UNIVERSITY  STORE 
3 
